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Absolute thinking in a relative world
peter_autisme

Link autism geniality - giftedness

• Very popular in popular media, e.g.
• Big Bang Theory
• The Good Doctor
• Rosie project – Rosie effect

• Autism is sometimes referred to as ‘the little professor syndrome’
• Origin of the link:

• Hans Asperger, pediatrician Vienna 1944:
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Link autism and STEM

• Temple Grandin: Half of Silicon Valley’s got mild autism
• Studies Simon-Baron Cohen: higher prevalence of autism in high-tech

areas such as Eindhoven (NL)
• Autism is the consequence of two hyper-systemizers having a child

IQ and autism spectrum disorders

• Global prevalence of autism: 0,6 to 1,0%
• Around 50% Intellectual Disability
• Severe Intellectual disability: <10%
• IQ > 85: around 40%
• Savant abilities: ± 10%

IQ’s in autism
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What do we know about ASD?

LACK OF 
FLEXIBILITY

SOCIAL & 
COMMUNICATION
PROBLEMS

Behavioral criteria for autism are not autistic

There is no such category as “autistic 
behaviors”, only “human behaviors”.

Barry Prizant
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invisible

Reasons
The “why” of behavior

The iceberg of behavior

(Autistic) behaviorvisible

“Autistic 
thinking”

Autism friendliness

 An autism friendly 
approach starts 
from an understanding 
of autism from within!

 Knowledge of “autistic thinking” is 
the key to success in education and 
treatment!
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Basic problem in autism

Nothing has an absolute meaning
The meaning of every stimulus depends on the 
context

Misunderstanding about the brain

 The brain does not compute, it does not make a puzzle by
combining and processing all the details from the input (senses)

 The brain makes quick and smart guesses, based on unconscious
use of context

 See Daniel Kahneman: Slow and fast thinking
 In making sense of the world around us, 

context is our guide!
Especially when the input is vague, incomplete or ambiguous!
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Living in a relative world

Go back!

context

Stop! Don’t stop!

Nothing has an 
absolute meaning!
Everything depends 
on context.

Therefore, our brain 
became an expert in 
using context for 
making quick and 
smart guesses.

How does the brain use context?

Well,
We don’t know how.

But we do know the brain does it spontaneous and 
very, very fast
Contextual sensitivity works in stealth 
modus: 
it stays under the radar of our consciousness
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Works on even the most basic 
levels of perception, such as 
the perception of
 Colour
 Size
 Simple objects

Contextual sensitivity

Context and quick recognition of objects

Becchio a.o., 2010

Vocal reaction time (ms)

300 320 340 360

Autism

Control
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Reduced ability to use the 
context spontaneously in 
giving meaning to (especially 
vague, ambiguous, new and 
abstract) stimuli. 
Absolute thinking in a 
relative world (Vermeulen,2018)

Autism as context blindness

Context blindness compatible with predictive
coding framework
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Absolute thinking in a relative world

Neurotypical brain Autistic brain

stimulusstimulus

context

meaning 1 meaning 2 meaning 3 meaning

Context plays a pivotal role in:

Mind reading (ToM)

Understanding behavior Social skills 

?

Recognizing emotions
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Context and facial expressions
Relation facial expression –emotion is not fixed

We never see facial expressions out of context

sad happy sad happy

Facial expressions are inherently ambiguous!
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Facial expressions are 
inherently ambiguous!
Therefore, our brain uses
CONTEXT 
to recognize emotions!

Green e.a. (2008)

But people with autism rely on the face, not the context!

Context more important than the face!
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Tell & Davidson (2014)

But people with autism rely on the face, not the context!
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Percentage of children’s responses for the 
incongruent emotion condition

Happy Sad Angry Fear Neutral

Context more important than the face!

Loth a.o. (2010)

Contextual variations are often seen as central or as fixed 
rules, even in those who pass high level ToM tests
e.g. having a dessert when going to a restaurant
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Context and social competence

 The biggest problem in ASD is not social skills (knowing what and 
how to do)

 The biggest problem in ASD is knowing where and when to do it and 
where and when not

Social competence requires contextual sensitivity
What is socially appropriate behavior??

Behavior that is contextually appropriate!

Understanding language and communication

prediction error predictionstimulus
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N400: context and predicting communication
John eats fries with mayonnaise John eats fries with shoe

The brain makes quick guesses about what someone is going to say or 
show, based on context

Lexical priming

Special issue Cortex, July 2015

Understanding language = predicting language!
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N400

• N400 lower in people with autism
(Pijnacker a.o., 2010)

Context
• Does not only help us to 

predict and recognize 
communication

• It also helps us to avoid all 
the confusion of the ever 
changing meanings of what 
people say or show us
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Context and communication

So, whatever we use to communicate…

Nothing has an absolute meaning, remember?

…their meaning is never fixed, but depending on the context
Polysemy and vagueness in communication symbols

Let’s
start!

words gestures pictures objects

Nothing has an 
absolute meaning!

This afternoon? In 5 minutes? Next week?

We’ll do that 
LATER!

LATER!

context
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Literal understanding or a-contextual?
 “Can you take me home?”

Ozonoff & Miller, 1996; Oi & Tanaka, 2011

Context

Literal Figurative

Interpretation
Literal OK Wrong

Figurative Wrong OK

• Both“overliteralness” als “overnonliteralness” in autism.
• They rely on conventional, dominant meanings.

What is difficult for people with ASD, is to find 
out what something (a word, a sentence, a 
gesture, a picture etc.) means in this context

Context and communication
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Context and sensory issues
No unambiguous, clear indications for 
difference in sensory thresholds in autism
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Temple Grandin in ‘The autistic brain’

Again: CONTEXT
In other words, in autism there may be a failure to attenuate 
sensory precision and contextualize sensory information in an 
optimal fashion. (Lawson, Rees, Friston, 2014)
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Sensory issues, predictability and context

Turning the absolute thinking into professional 
qualities
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Absolute thinking and employment

Jobs that require Jobs that require

Absolute thinking
Field independence
Following fixed rules
Eye for detail
Routines
High accuracy
Logic reasoning

Relative thinking
Field dependence
Making exceptions
General impression
Flexibility
High looseness
Intuition

Absolute thinking and employment
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Absolute thinking and employment

Hopefully you could put 
all the information 
in context…

peter_autismewww.petervermeulen.be www.autismecentraal.com


